MEA-Seminar, Fall Term 2009

Monday, 10.15 - 11.30, Room 14/15 (ground floor), Building L13, 17

Sep 7th STEFAN LİSTL: The Simultaneous Influence of Patient’s and Doctor’s Cost Sharing on Health Care Utilization: the Case of Dental Diagnostics in NHS Scotland

Sep 14th NIKU MÄÄTTÄNEN (ETLA): Pension system, unemployment insurance and employment at older ages in Finland

Sep 21st Pressekonferenz in Berlin zu den Auswirkungen der Finanz- und Wirtschaftskrise auf die gesetzliche Rentenversicherung

Sep 28th ALEXANDER BİCK (Uni Frankfurt): Fertility, Female Labor Force Participation and Child Care

Oct 5th —

Oct 12th PETER MOHR (MPIB): Neuroökonomie am Beispiel der neurobiologischen Grundlagen von Anlageentscheidungen

Oct 19th JÜRGEN MAURER (RAND): Physician Agency and Influenza Vaccinations

Oct 26th HENDRIK JÜRGES: Do Workers Underreport Morbidity? The Effects of Worker and Job Characteristics on the Reliability of Health Self-Reports

Nov 2nd ANETTE REIL-HELD: Öffentlichkeitsarbeit am MEA

Nov 9th MATHIS SCHRÖDER: Displacement and Health - how job loss affects your health

Nov 16th Dress Rehearsal Jahreskonferenz

Nov 23rd Vorstandssitzung

Nov 30th KATHRİN NİES (Uni Maastricht): Subjective financial well-being in old-age in Germany

Dec 7th MARTIN KARLSSON (TU Darmstadt): Sickness absence and labour costs. Evidence from a natural experiment

Dec 14th EDGAR VÖGEL: Fertility, Human Capital and the Demographic Transition: The Role of Life Expectancy

Dec 21st WOLFGANG KUHLE: The Optimum Structure for Government Debt

Dec 28th —

Jan 4th —

Jan 11th MICHELA COPPOLA: How sensitive are subjective retirement expectations to pension reforms? The German case

Jan 18th KATHRİN NİES (Uni Maastricht), TABEA BUCHER-KOENEN: Labor force participation and retirement entry of German women

Jan 25th MICHAEL ZIEGELMEYER: Are survey measures of risk attitudes stable over time?

Feb 1st ANETTE HARMS: The impact of financial literacy on life cycle savings and the rate role of education policy

Feb 8th STEFFEN REINHOLD: The Long-Run Implications of Unilateral Divorce Laws: Evidence from SHARELIFE

Feb 15th THORSTEN KNIEP: Unilateral Divorce in Western Europe. The Mediating Role of Selection into Marriage and Investment Behavior

Feb 22nd TABEA BUCHER-KOENEN, MICHAEL ZIEGELMEYER: Who lost the most? Financial Literacy and the Financial Crisis